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How to use smokey mountain propane smoker

These are products we have tested, won our top awards, and are highly recommend. Click here to read how we test, about our medals, and what they mean. Use Our Links To Help Keep Us Alive A big part of this site is our unbiased equipment and product reviews. We love playing with toys and we have no problem calling them the way we see them. Some
companies pay a finder’s fee if a reader clicks a link on AmazingRibs.com and buys a product. It has zero impact on our reviews, zero impact on the price you pay, and the sites never tell us what you bought, but it has a major impact on our ability to keep this site alive! So before you buy, please click our links. Here’s a link that takes you to a page on
Amazon that has some of our favorite tools and toys: The Good-One Open Range is dramatically different from a traditional offset smoker. By placing the heat source behind and under the smokebox instead of off to the side, Open Range produces even temperature from left to right, something almost impossible to achieve with a standard barrel shaped
offset. Click here to read our complete review Finally, A Great Portable Pellet Smoker Green Mountain’s portable Davy Crockett Pellet Smoker is one mean tailgating and picnic machine. But it’s also gaining popularity with people who want to add a small, set it and forget it pellet smoker to their backyard arsenal. And with their WiFi capabilities you can
control and monitor Davy Crocket from your smart phone or laptop. Click here to read our detailed review and to order GrillGrates Take Gas Grills To The Infrared Zone GrillGrates(TM) amplify heat, prevent flareups, make flipping foods easier, kill hotspots, flip over to make a fine griddle, and can be easily moved from one grill to another. You can even throw
wood chips, pellets, or sawdust between the rails and deliver a quick burst of smoke. Click here for more about what makes these grates so special The amazing Karubecue is the most innovative smoker in the world. The quality of meat from this machine is astonishing. At its crux is a patented firebox that burns logs above the cooking chamber and sucks
heat and extremely clean blue smoke into the thermostat controlled oven. It is our favorite smoker, period. Click here for our review of this superb smoker Griddle And Deep Fryer In One The flat top does the burgers and the fryer does the fries. Use the griddle for bacon, eggs, and home fries. Or pancakes, fajitas, grilled cheese, you name it. Why stink up the
house deep frying and spatter all over? Do your fried chicken and calamari outside. Blackstone’s Rangetop Combo With Deep Fryer does it all! Click here to read our detailed review and to order The Cool Kettle With The Hinged Hood We Always Wanted Napoleon’s NK22CK-C Charcoal Kettle Grill puts a few spins on the familiar kettle design. In fact, the
hinged lid with a handle on the front, spins in a rotary motion 180 degrees. It’s hard to beat a Weber kettle, but Napoleon holds its own and adds some unique features to make the NK22CK-C a viable alternative. Click here for more about what makes this grill special I'm charcoal "challenged", so I converted my Weber Smokey Mountain 18.5 to propane Got
it as a gift over the holidays, struggled keeping a proper fire going, and had mixed results. Smoked St Louis ribs, country ribs, beef ribs, and pork shoulder.. all good but not great, and trying to maintain temp was taking the enjoyment out of what I thought should be a relaxing experience. The reason I expressed interest in smoking was for brisket, and I wasn't
comfortable making the time commitment when my charcoal skills were weak. Found some info on converting to electric, propane, and LNG. Some very helpful people on another smoker forum gave me some tips. I bought this stuff for about $40 One of the bottom vents is cut open and a flat rock lets the propane burner sit level on the charcoal grate (didn't
need to use the legs). I also drilled some holes in the bottom for more air. I've run it a few times at 225 for several hours and it works great. I've smoked country ribs twice, and beef ribs. The final products were super. And now I'm ready for a packer brisket. By george, that's one way of doing it. Wonder why Weber never tried this? Welcome to the forum, Ed.
By george, that's one way of doing it. Wonder why Weber never tried this? Welcome to the forum, Ed. Thx I've noticed here and on other forums, charcoal/heat problems are a common reason for smokers' disappointment with their final products. I can't maintain a proper fire for 10+ hours. This is working great for me. To paraphrase, “If it tastes good, DO IT!”
This is awesome. honestly if i could buy a propane bottom from weber i'd pony up for it. I love charcoal but having the option to switch bottoms for propane when i'm lazy would make a world of difference. Right now this looks like a permanent conversion so i'll stick with charcoal but keep us posted. It's been almost a year so i'm wondering if it's still doing well.
Very clever! Congratulations on the great workmanship and success. I would not mind having a Char-Broil propane smoker for certain use but I do have fun playing with charcoal and its requirement for a little hands-on intervention (it is my escape). If you put this on Facebook... be prepared, lol. WHAT say it aint so! That's just something that you just don't do!
You will be shot at daybreak. LOL just kidding Nice bark on those ribs. This is awesome. honestly if i could buy a propane bottom from weber i'd pony up for it. I love charcoal but having the option to switch bottoms for propane when i'm lazy would make a world of difference. Right now this looks like a permanent conversion so i'll stick with charcoal but keep
us posted. It's been almost a year so i'm wondering if it's still doing well. Yes, it really works well. I'm using half logs now, they fit in the smokebox and burn a long time. I've posted a bunch of smokes in the photo gallery subforum here. Heat is heat!!! Whether if it’s from charcoal propane or an oven Well, not exactly. Wood, charcoal, propane, and electricity all
have different combustion gases and moisture content (electricity having none of these). Good barbecue can be made with each of these fuels, but with certain adjustments. Really like this mod...I've asked EdP for permission to add it to the Gas/Electric Conversions page on TVWB. I'll play the contrarian here. I don't like the idea of smoldering wood on a hot
plate. That's gonna create a lot of dirty smoke. Wood on charcoal chunks will do the same, unless at some point the wood bursts into flame. At the start of a smoke with wood chunks on charcoal on a WSM, there will be a lot of white dirty smoke at the start, but it goes away fairly quickly. Its a problem with any charcoal/chunk smoker. I try to avoid this on the
WSM by no longer cooking at lower temps, I think Harry Soo and others using charcoal/chunk smokers cook at 275 and above, the higher heat improves air flow, which improves combustion of the wood. That's my theory and I'm stickin to it It seems to me, this smoldering wood on a hot plate is producing the wrong kind of smoke for the duration of the cook.
But if ya watch older versions of Steven Raichlen's PBS show, he uses soaked wood chips on WSM smokes, and I gotta wonder what that food really tastes like. That's the worst kind of smoke, its like burning very green wood in an offset stick burner. Also, the people who use a smoke generator on a pellet grill, I forget what they're called, but its some type of
tube placed on the cooking grate that increases smoke, but the smoke is dirty smoke. I question that. And just because ya can't see the smoke generated by a pellet pooper, doesn't mean there's not smoke. On my offset stick burner, there's a lot of time that I can't see smoke coming out the stack, but if I hold my hand over the stack, I can smell smoke on my
hand. I'd be very interested in what kind of smoke this propane burner creates. I'll play the contrarian here. I don't like the idea of smoldering wood on a hot plate. That's gonna create a lot of dirty smoke. Wood on charcoal chunks will do the same, unless at some point the wood bursts into flame. At the start of a smoke with wood chunks on charcoal on a
WSM, there will be a lot of white dirty smoke at the start, but it goes away fairly quickly. Its a problem with any charcoal/chunk smoker. I try to avoid this on the WSM by no longer cooking at lower temps, I think Harry Soo and others using charcoal/chunk smokers cook at 275 and above, the higher heat improves air flow, which improves combustion of the
wood. That's my theory and I'm stickin to it It seems to me, this smoldering wood on a hot plate is producing the wrong kind of smoke for the duration of the cook. But if ya watch older versions of Steven Raichlen's PBS show, he uses soaked wood chips on WSM smokes, and I gotta wonder what that food really tastes like. That's the worst kind of smoke, its
like burning very green wood in an offset stick burner. Also, the people who use a smoke generator on a pellet grill, I forget what they're called, but its some type of tube placed on the cooking grate that increases smoke, but the smoke is dirty smoke. I question that. And just because ya can't see the smoke generated by a pellet pooper, doesn't mean there's
not smoke. On my offset stick burner, there's a lot of time that I can't see smoke coming out the stack, but if I hold my hand over the stack, I can smell smoke on my hand. I'd be very interested in what kind of smoke this propane burner creates. I'm new to all this, but I assume this runs like any other propane smoker. When I start the burner and put half a log
on I do get white smoke initially during the 20-30 minutes it takes to warm up, but the wood does ignite. Sometimes opening the door puts it out and it reignites after it's closed. I move the box for pics, but leave it directly over the burner. You really can't see the smoke once it gets to 225-250. It's pretty much down to ash after about 4 hours. I would think it to
be just the opposite, open the door increases air flow and wood combusts into flame, closing shuts off air flow ? I would think it to be just the opposite, open the door increases air flow and wood combusts into flame, closing shuts off air flow ? It usually blows it out, removing the lid's done that too. And the burner flame can go out removing the lid quickly. I
drilled holes on the bottom for more airflow, but maybe need to add more. I'll play the contrarian here. I don't like the idea of smoldering wood on a hot plate. That's gonna create a lot of dirty smoke. Wood on charcoal chunks will do the same, unless at some point the wood bursts into flame. At the start of a smoke with wood chunks on charcoal on a WSM,
there will be a lot of white dirty smoke at the start, but it goes away fairly quickly. Its a problem with any charcoal/chunk smoker. I try to avoid this on the WSM by no longer cooking at lower temps, I think Harry Soo and others using charcoal/chunk smokers cook at 275 and above, the higher heat improves air flow, which improves combustion of the wood.
That's my theory and I'm stickin to it It seems to me, this smoldering wood on a hot plate is producing the wrong kind of smoke for the duration of the cook. But if ya watch older versions of Steven Raichlen's PBS show, he uses soaked wood chips on WSM smokes, and I gotta wonder what that food really tastes like. That's the worst kind of smoke, its like
burning very green wood in an offset stick burner. Also, the people who use a smoke generator on a pellet grill, I forget what they're called, but its some type of tube placed on the cooking grate that increases smoke, but the smoke is dirty smoke. I question that. And just because ya can't see the smoke generated by a pellet pooper, doesn't mean there's not
smoke. On my offset stick burner, there's a lot of time that I can't see smoke coming out the stack, but if I hold my hand over the stack, I can smell smoke on my hand. I'd be very interested in what kind of smoke this propane burner creates. I have had little luck with placing wood chunks / chips directly on the fire without introducing creosote smoke. My only
exception is with propane and wood chips (haven't tried wood chunks with propane yet). For what it's worth, I fold a sheet of heavy-duty foil into a double-layer pocket, open one side of the pocket and fill with dry chips, seal, and poke a single round hole in the middle of the packet with a pencil or Phillips screwdriver. I've had no issues with creosote this way
when using gas. I don't use chips on charcoal, but I do place chunks directly on the (WSM) grate before adding charcoal. Some creosote smoke is inevitable, but usually burns off after everything comes up to temp, and I believe the higher the better (250 ~ 275 compared to 225 or less). I'll play the contrarian here. I don't like the idea of smoldering wood on a
hot plate. That's gonna create a lot of dirty smoke. Wood on charcoal chunks will do the same, unless at some point the wood bursts into flame. At the start of a smoke with wood chunks on charcoal on a WSM, there will be a lot of white dirty smoke at the start, but it goes away fairly quickly. Its a problem with any charcoal/chunk smoker. I try to avoid this on
the WSM by no longer cooking at lower temps, I think Harry Soo and others using charcoal/chunk smokers cook at 275 and above, the higher heat improves air flow, which improves combustion of the wood. That's my theory and I'm stickin to it It seems to me, this smoldering wood on a hot plate is producing the wrong kind of smoke for the duration of the
cook. But if ya watch older versions of Steven Raichlen's PBS show, he uses soaked wood chips on WSM smokes, and I gotta wonder what that food really tastes like. That's the worst kind of smoke, its like burning very green wood in an offset stick burner. Also, the people who use a smoke generator on a pellet grill, I forget what they're called, but its some
type of tube placed on the cooking grate that increases smoke, but the smoke is dirty smoke. I question that. And just because ya can't see the smoke generated by a pellet pooper, doesn't mean there's not smoke. On my offset stick burner, there's a lot of time that I can't see smoke coming out the stack, but if I hold my hand over the stack, I can smell smoke
on my hand. I'd be very interested in what kind of smoke this propane burner creates. How's the tank life for the conversion? For what it's worth, one of the reasons I ended up getting a WSM is because I wasn't getting the smoke results I wanted on the gas grill I was using as an intro to smoking. I love the idea of propane, but so far in my experience you
have to have a mostly full tank to be sure you can get through a rack of ribs, even with the ease of holding it between 225-235. I even thought about getting one of those Camp Chef smoke boxes that come well reviewed, but I was concerned about how much propane I'd have to go through for that too. I dunno if having a different kind of burner helps with
efficiency? HOWEVER, right before I found my smoker on craigslist, I bought one of those A-Maze-N tube smokers that uses pellets, and the work on the grill was so much better than any of the wood chunks I tried to position on the flame tamers. Once you get it rolling it only produces a little white smoke for a minute or two and then it settles in nicely. It's so
good that even though I have a smoker now, I'm going to keep using it as an auxiliary for stuff I don't necessarily want to fire up 4-5 hours of charcoal for (and for fish, it made some great salmon but I don't think i want to put that gunk in the WSM). How's the tank life for the conversion? For what it's worth, one of the reasons I ended up getting a WSM is
because I wasn't getting the smoke results I wanted on the gas grill I was using as an intro to smoking. I love the idea of propane, but so far in my experience you have to have a mostly full tank to be sure you can get through a rack of ribs, even with the ease of holding it between 225-235. I even thought about getting one of those Camp Chef smoke boxes
that come well reviewed, but I was concerned about how much propane I'd have to go through for that too. I dunno if having a different kind of burner helps with efficiency? I kept track of a 20lb tank last year and it ran for about 30 hours. I was running it between 225-250. Here's a pic of it running at 275 the other day On a larger scale...I know a guy who
caters large events. He has a trailer towed pit that is about 8-10 feet long. I was looking at it one day and noticed a pipe running in to the back of the pit. I asked him about it and he told me that he runs propane with the wood to maintain the temperature throughout the day. He said it frees him up to attend to other things at the event. He doesn't actually burn
the wood with the propane. He just runs it to supplement the wood burning. I guess the same could be said for our Webers if set up properly.
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